Need a quick translation? Use eTranslation

eTranslation is the EU’s online machine translation tool. You can use it for texts in common formats, or connect IT applications and websites to it to reach Europeans in their languages.

How good is machine translation?
Artificial intelligence has brought rapid improvements, but machine translation only gives you the general meaning. If details or style are crucial, you need a professional translator. eTranslation covers all official EU languages, plus a few more. It handles EU-related texts well and has specific domains for general texts or specialised fields such as finance or health.

Can anyone use it?
eTranslation is intended for EU institutions, public administrations, universities, SMEs, NGOs and projects financed by the Digital Europe Programme, in the EU, Iceland, Norway, Liechtenstein and Ukraine.

Is it safe to translate my private documents using eTranslation?
Data is processed in a secure environment and deleted quickly. You retain ownership of your data, and we do not share it with third parties. Classified documents should not be sent to eTranslation or any other machine translation service.

Privacy Statement

Why should I use eTranslation instead of other commercial machine translation systems?
eTranslation offers state-of-the-art machine translation in a secure environment. It is part of a push to improve Europe’s competitiveness in technology, where the USA and Asia are dominant.